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legitimacy

“Crisis of authority”

Professionalization 

Moral arguments: 
Technology and science 
to the masses

Area program leader
Extension improve financial knowledge of urban farmers

Improved financialization = urban agriculture necessity

Assistant to Ext. Assoc. Dean, former county agent
Legitimacy crisis regarding demonstration of value to government 

agencies and stakeholders.

How can Extension meet its public mission as a land-grant 
institution?

Institutional 
Structure 

Distributed oversight 
structure

Regional - -> county 
organization

Privileges county agent interpretation of stakeholder needs. 
Extension’s response to urban ag dependent on county agent 

bias.

Single Hennepin county agent responsible for urban, suburban and 
rural agriculture needs
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Coupled 
financial backing 
and research 
interests 

Better-capitalized 
farmers: agricultural 
research to increase 
productivity 

Agricultural scientists: 
embrace production as 
main research in 
response to lobbying

Extension Associate Dean:
Tension between “mission work” and “production agriculture”

Mission work = food systems development, health & nutrition, 
urban ag.

Production agriculture = technical assistance for commodity 
production

If Extension does not improve financial productivity of state’s 
farmers, risks losing state and university finances; Extension 
struggles to engage with low-economic return agriculture.

Limited urban 
engagement; 
Avoids social 
and political 
issues

Research prioritizes 
efficiency of production

Ag. scientists ignore 
social movements and 
demographic change

Extension Associate Dean
“We missed the boat 20 years ago…” re. engagement with urban 

agriculture

County Extension Agent
Unclear who is demanding information or where urban agriculture 

actors are accessing information

Extension documents
Self-described as not a good partner for advocacy or policy change

UMN EXTENSION: HISTORY

“To increase the net income of the individual farmer through the efficient production and marketing of 
agricultural products” 

- Mission statement: UMN Extension, 1939

• 1914: Smith-Lever Act forms U.S. Cooperative Extension service
• 1914-1918: Extension institutionalizes support for surplus production during WWI
• 1930s: Extension serves destitute farmers with home economy and nutrition programs during Great 

Depression
• 1950-1970s: Extension prioritized highly capitalized commodity production
• 1960s: Extension response to “Great Society” upheaval: Legislator and farm bloc re-state commitment to 

agricultural production
• 1960s-1980s: Rural depopulation & farm consolidation: demographic shift away from farming
• 1960s-1980s: Agriculture consolidation and farm credit crisis; remaining farmers less in need of robust 

technical support from state.
• 1980s: During farm credit crisis, assisted farmers in exiting agriculture with minimal financial loss
• 2003: Minnesota state government cuts funding to UMN Extension
• 2009: Minneapolis City Council supports “Homegrown Minneapolis Task Force”
• 2011: North Central Cooperative Extension Association hosts “Metropolitan Food Systems Symposium”
• 2016: Minnesota Department of Agriculture drafts “Urban Agriculture in Minnesota” report to 

legislature.

Methodology

Preliminary research
Explored social and institutional relationships within Extension and in Extension’s interaction with urban 
agriculture using qualitative inquiry methods.
Framework
We use theories of sociological institutional theory (Meyer and Rowan 1977, Thoenig 2011) and political 
agroecology (de Molina 2013) to contextualize our work.  We conduct this project situated as agroecology
graduate students studying at the University of Minnesota.
Methods
• Review of UMN Extension history, analyzing historical texts and Extension bulletins
• Analysis of histories of development of agricultural research and outreach institutions in the United States
• Conducted five interviews with agricultural Extension agents, Extension administrators, and Extension 

agricultural deans representing different levels of the Extension structure.  Interviews were informal and 
exploratory, primarily used to generate themes and inform future research directions. 

Thematic questions:
• How do you perceive your role in Extension?
• How does your work relate to urban agriculture?
• How do you perceive the role of the Extension institution in developing, supporting, and interacting with 

urban agriculture?
Further questions explore:
• Extension’s ideological apparatus
• “Success” stories in urban agriculture 
• Creation and dissemination of agricultural knowledge in Extension

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

In this project, we trace the institutional apparatus of United States cooperative extension programs and 
their interactions with emerging urban food movements, using the University of Minnesota (UMN) Extension 
program and its engagement with Minneapolis food movement organizations as a case study.

Cooperative extension played a critical role in the development of United States agriculture by connecting 
rural Americans to technical agricultural knowledge. Despite its public service mission, it historically 
prioritized highly-capitalized commodity production at the expense of small-holder farmers and landless 
rural communities. Since the 1970’s, long-term demographic and technological trends have eroded 
Extension’s stakeholder base and decreased its role as a valued source of technical information. In addition, 
shrinking public sector funding has created an environment in which it is important to display impact and 
value to access financial resources from the state. These changes have resulted in fears within the institution 
that Extension is losing its relevance.

In recent decades, interest in urban agriculture has proliferated across the U.S., driven by many of these 
same demographic transitions. Urban agriculture encompasses a broad spectrum of activities, from home 
gardening to intensive vegetable production on vacant lots. In many cities including Minneapolis, barriers to 
for-profit urban agriculture, such as limited land access, investment and infrastructure, have hindered the 
growth of this sector. Yet many within Extension view engagement with urban agriculture as a way to 
integrate Extension’s historic role in agriculture with an burgeoning urban stakeholder base. However, 
Extension remains limited in its ability to support urban food movements.

This project explores the apparent contradiction between UMN Extension’s interest in urban agriculture 
based on its need to prove its legitimacy to a growing urban constituency, and its marginal position in 
Minneapolis’ urban agriculture, despite Extension’s historical strength in supporting agricultural production.

INTERVIEW RESULTS

Urban Farms
• For-profit
• Non-profit

Urban Gardens
• Community
• Home

“Urban 
Agriculture”

UMN EXTENSION: ORGANIZATION

EXTENSION AND URBAN AGRICULTURE

“Extension(al)” Crisis: University of Minnesota Extension and Urban Agriculture in Minneapolis
Alex Liebman and Daniel Raskin

University of Minnesota, Department of Horticultural Science

Minneapolis has a growing urban agriculture sector (Dunning, 2012)

Funding mechanisms:
• State and Federal funding (50-70%)
• Grants (5-10%)
• County (variable, depend on county)

> 90% funding = personnel
~5-10% funding = programming

2015 UMN Extension Budget:

Definitions matter: All interview subjects articulated distinct differences between 
“for-profit” urban agriculture and self-provisioning (gardening). No Extension 
programs served both sectors.
Urban agriculture was considered Extension’s “mission work”, while “production 
work” meant technical support for (rural) commodity producers

Decision-making
• Distributed oversight structure
• County agents have considerable 

degree of autonomy

Master Gardeners program
• 500+ Volunteers
• Volunteers provide expertise to 

urban gardeners, institutions 
interested in gardening

NEEDS
Minneapolis 
urban agriculture

SERVICES
UMN Extension
Programs

• Space
• Information
• Policy Reform

Hennepin County Ext. Agent
• Single agent provides services to 

range of clients including 
suburban horse owners, rural 
dairy farms, urban agriculture

• Land access
• Infrastructure
• Investment

Urban Farms Urban Gardens

Hennepin 
County 

Extension 
Agent

Hennepin 
County Master 

Gardener 
Coordinator

Program Teams

Southeast 
Area 

Program 
Leader

Associate Dean: 
Center for Food, 

Ag and Nat. 
Resources

Assistant 
to 

Associate 
Dean

Extension Structure
Interview subjects

Citizen’s Advisory Committee

County Extension Committee

County Commissioners
County-Level Funding

Advisory/Oversight committees
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